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Abstract

Density irregularities have been observed in subauroral polarization streams (SAPS). One hypothesis of the cause of this

ionospheric turbulence, based on the background morphology, is the gradient drift instability (GDI). This work models the GDI

using a 2D electrostatic fluid model to determine if it is a viable cause of turbulence generation in SAPS. The model solves

a perturbed set of continuity, energy, and current closure equations using a pseudo-spectral method. A statistical study of

different velocity profiles, based on SuperDARN radar and GPS total electron content data, is used to prescribe parameters in

the numerical model. The parameter space of different SAPS profiles is explored to study the effect on GDI development. As

the velocity shear is initialized closer to the unstable density gradient, the GDI becomes increasingly damped. For these cases,

the density and electric potential turbulence cascades obtained from the numerical model follow power laws of about -5/3 or

-2, which is in agreement with observational data. If the velocity shear significantly overlaps the unstable density gradient, the

GDI becomes stabilized. Decreasing the velocity gradient scale length can cause instabilities that grow inside SAPS which have

turbulence cascades with power laws of -6 for the density and -8 for the electric potential. In all parameter regimes explored,

the instabilities are unable to propagate through the velocity shear. Turbulence is generated for a variety of SAPS relevant

conditions; therefore, the GDI has been shown to be a viable candidate for generating ionospheric irregularities in SAPS.
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Abstract13

Density irregularities have been observed in subauroral polarization streams (SAPS). One14

hypothesis of the cause of this ionospheric turbulence, based on the background mor-15

phology, is the gradient drift instability (GDI). This work models the GDI using a 2D16

electrostatic fluid model to determine if it is a viable cause of turbulence generation in17

SAPS. The model solves a perturbed set of continuity, energy, and current closure equa-18

tions using a pseudo-spectral method. A statistical study of different velocity profiles,19

based on SuperDARN radar and GPS total electron content data, is used to prescribe20

parameters in the numerical model. The parameter space of different SAPS profiles is21

explored to study the effect on GDI development. As the velocity shear is initialized closer22

to the unstable density gradient, the GDI becomes increasingly damped. For these cases,23

the density and electric potential turbulence cascades obtained from the numerical model24

follow power laws of about -5/3 or -2, which is in agreement with observational data. If25

the velocity shear significantly overlaps the unstable density gradient, the GDI becomes26

stabilized. Decreasing the velocity gradient scale length can cause instabilities that grow27

inside SAPS which have turbulence cascades with power laws of -6 for the density and28

-8 for the electric potential. In all parameter regimes explored, the instabilities are un-29

able to propagate through the velocity shear. Turbulence is generated for a variety of30

SAPS relevant conditions; therefore, the GDI has been shown to be a viable candidate31

for generating ionospheric irregularities in SAPS.32

Plain Language Summary33

Turbulence in the ionosphere is important to understand because it can negatively34

impact radio communication signals such as GPS signals. For example, when GPS sig-35

nals travel through a turbulent region in the ionosphere, a device’s position estimates36

become less accurate. This work helps scientists understand how turbulence is generated37

in the ionosphere by simulating a phenomenon called subauroral polarization streams38

(SAPS). SAPS are a region in the ionosphere of large westward velocity, in which tur-39

bulence has been observed. The SAPS velocity is a function of latitude. A particular phe-40

nomenon called the gradient drift instability (a plasma instability) is hypothesized to be41

a possible cause of the observed turbulence. This study tests this hypothesis in order to42

understand the generation of turbulence under different velocity profiles observed in SAPS.43

Findings suggest that if turbulence occurs outside (or inside) of the velocity region, then44

it stays outside (or inside) of the velocity region. Turbulence generated in the simula-45

tions agrees with turbulence observed in real world data, which suggests that this hy-46

pothesis could be correct.47

1 Introduction48

Subauroral polarization streams (SAPS) are regions of enhanced westward plasma49

flow generated by an E × B drift, which is driven by a poleward electric field (Foster50

& Burke, 2002) These plasma flows are accompanied by density troughs (Spiro et al.,51

1978). They occur in the dusk-midnight sector and have a latitudinal width of a few de-52

grees. In the literature, sub-auroral ion drifts (SAID) or polarization jets (PJ) are other53

terms that have been used to describe narrow SAPS. The convection velocities can range54

from hundreds to thousands of meters per second. Many statistical studies have been55

conducted to understand the variations of velocity profiles. The locations of the peak56

velocity, latitudinal widths, and occurrence probabilities have been studied under dif-57

ferent geomagnetic conditions using the Millstone Hill Radar, DMSP satellite, and Su-58

perDARN radar data (Foster & Vo, 2002; Wang et al., 2008; Erickson et al., 2011; Kun-59

duri et al., 2017).60

The same instruments have also observed small-scale density irregularities within61

the large-scale structure (Mishin et al., 2003; Foster et al., 2004; Oksavik et al., 2006;62
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Mishin & Blaunstein, 2008). Several hypotheses exist to explain the cause of these den-63

sity irregularities. Based on the geometry of the trough density gradients and background64

electric field, it is possible that the gradient drift instability (GDI) is causing the den-65

sity irregularities (Ossakow et al., 1978). The GDI (Simon, 1963; Hoh, 1963) is an in-66

terchange instability that occurs in an inhomogeneous plasma in background electric and67

magnetic fields. A difference in ion-neutral and electron-neutral collision frequencies causes68

a charge separation that, in certain geometries, leads to instability growth. The GDI the-69

ory is extensive and covers many regions in the ionosphere (Ossakow et al., 1978; Makare-70

vich, 2014, 2019). Studies show that velocity shear can stabilize short wavelength modes71

in the GDI (Perkins & Doles III, 1975; J. Huba et al., 1983; J. D. Huba & Lee, 1983).72

This work examines the effect of different velocity profiles, which have been observed in73

SAPS, on GDI growth and corresponding turbulence generation.74

A large body of literature exists on the modeling of the GDI from a fundamental75

physics perspective (Mitchell Jr et al., 1985; Gondarenko & Guzdar, 1999; Guzdar et al.,76

1998). Much of the previous work on modeling SAPS has considered global SAPS dy-77

namics (Zheng et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2019). The highest resolution of78

these models is on the order of 1◦, which is not sufficient to model smaller turbulence79

generating density irregularities on spacial scales of tens to hundreds of meters. The math-80

ematical model developed by M. Keskinen et al. (2004) to study instability development81

in SAPS is used as a motivation for this work’s novel approach to studying ionospheric82

turbulence in SAPS.83

Measurements from SuperDARN (Super Dual Auroral Radar Network) radars pro-84

vide relevant input parameters for the numerical model. SuperDARN radars detect the85

Doppler shift of High Frequency (HF) waves coherently backscattered off of decameter86

scale density irregularities. This acts as a proxy for the perpendicular ion convection ve-87

locity (Ruohoniemi et al., 1987). SuperDARN’s network spans both hemispheres and pro-88

vides continuous measurements of the ionosphere at a 1-2 minute cadence (Chisham et89

al., 2007).90

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a phenomenological overview91

of SAPS, the mathematical model derived using reasonable ionospheric assumptions for92

relevant parameter regimes, and a computational model used to numerically solve for93

the nonlinear dynamics. models. Section 3 provides a statistical analysis to understand94

the parameter space of latitudinal SAPS profiles which are used to initialize the simu-95

lation. Section 4 presents a parameter study exploring the previously described param-96

eter space to understand how the GDI develops in different regimes. Comparisons are97

made to observed turbulence spectra. Section 5 is a summary of the results and conclu-98

sions.99

2 Model100

2.1 Phenomenological Model101

The poleward electric field that drives the westward SAPS convection is a result102

of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling through the current closure of Region 2 field-aligned103

currents (Foster & Burke, 2002). This electric field then maps down into the ionosphere,104

flowing into the collocated lower conductivity density trough. The trough is then made105

steeper through increased recombination due to the larger frictional heating (Schunk et106

al., 1976). To induce the F region GDI, the neutral wind in the north-south direction107

is considered. Figure 1 shows the geometry of how this is modeled, the coordinate sys-108

tem, and directions of gradients and fields. The SAPS electric field is set as the back-109

ground electric field in the simulation. Since only motion perpendicular to the magnetic110

field is considered in this model, the simulation domain is in the xy plane.111
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x, North

y, East

z, Down

∇n, ∇Vy
Vy

u

ESAPS

J‖

J‖

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere
B

Figure 1. A diagram of the model geometry and coordinate system where x is North, y is

East, and z is down. The magnetic field is purely in z. Only motion perpendicular to the mag-

netic field is considered. Thus, the simulation domain is in the xy plane. The background SAPS

velocity is in −y. The density and velocity gradients are in x. The neutral wind that drives the

GDI is in −x. The initialized electric field that drives the westward SAPS flow, ESAPS , is in x.

Though, this model is only 2 dimensional, the parallel current is shown in this diagram to pro-

vide a physical understanding of the electric field mapping from the magnetosphere down to the

ionosphere.

2.2 Mathematical Model112

A 2D fluid model is developed to study ionospheric turbulence perpendicular to113

the magnetic field. The model is an adaptation of M. Keskinen et al. (2004) with the in-114

clusion of inertial effects. The inertial effects are important in understanding the plasma115

dynamics of the less collisional F region as well as studying the effect of velocity shear116

on the GDI. Additionally, the frictional heating terms are neglected in an effort to sim-117

plify the governing equations. The continuity, momentum, and energy equations are118

∂nα
∂t

+∇ · (nαVα) = D∇2nα (1)119

nα

( ∂
∂t

+ Vα · ∇
)
Vα =

qαnα
mα

(E + Vα ×B)− ∇Pα
mα

− nαναn(Vα − u) (2)120

3

2
nαkB

∂Tα
∂t

+
3

2
nαkBVα · ∇Tα + nαkBTα∇ ·Vα = 0, (3)121

122

where α denotes the species (i for ions and e for electrons), n is the number density, V123

is the velocity, q is the electric charge, m is the mass, E is the electric field, B is the mag-124

netic field, P is the pressure, ναn is the collision frequency with neutral particles, T is125

the temperature, and D is an artificial diffusion constant. The ideal gas law, Pα = nαkBTα,126

is used as the equation of state where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The collision fre-127

quencies are self-consistently calculated using ναn = nnVThασαn, where nn is the neu-128

tral particle number density, VTh is the thermal velocity, and σ is the collision cross-section.129

The temperature equations are included in this model but are observed to have negli-130
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gible impact and thus are not considered in the remainder of this paper. Eq. 2 is used131

to derive the ion and electron velocities in terms of zeroth and first order in 1/Ωα, where132

Ω is a gyrofrequency. The resulting velocities are133

V0
e =

E×B

B2
+
∇Pe ×B

eB2ne
(4)134

V1
e = − νen

Ωce

∇Pe
eneB

− νen
BΩce

(
E + u×B

)
− 1

BΩce

( ∂
∂t

+ VE×B · ∇
)
E (5)135

V0
i =

E×B

B2
− ∇Pi ×B

eB2ni
(6)136

V1
i = − νin

Ωci

∇Pi
eniB

+
νin
BΩci

(
E + u×B

)
+

1

BΩci

( ∂
∂t

+ VE×B · ∇
)
E. (7)137

138

Only the zeroth order velocities, Eqs. 4 and 6, are used in the continuity and energy equa-139

tions, Eqs. 1 and 3. The plasma is assumed to be quasineutral (ni = ne = n) so only140

one continuity equation is used. It can be shown that the diamagnetic drift does not af-141

fect the continuity equation so only the E×B drift is used as its velocity. The plasma142

is in an electrostatic regime such that E = −∇φ, where φ is the electric potential. The143

system is closed using the current closure equation, ∇·J = 0, where J = ne(Vi−Ve)144

is the current density. The zeroth and first order velocities are used to calculate J. Thus,145

the resulting continuity and current closure equations are146

∂n

∂t
− ∇φ×B

B2
· ∇n = D∇2n (8)147

148

149

∇·
(
n∇∂φ

∂t

)
=
( 1

Ωci
+

1

Ωce

)−1[
− νin
eΩci
∇2Pi+

νen
eΩce

∇2Pe+
( νin

Ωci
+
νen
Ωce

)(
u×B·∇n−∇·[n∇φ]

)]
150

−∇ ·
(
nVE×B · ∇∇φ

)
. (9)151

152

The current closure equation implies that the system is in the frame of reference of the153

neutral particles such that constant applied electric field is defined by the neutral wind,154

E0 = u×B, which is what drives the GDI in this model.155

The turbulence development in SAPS is observed to occur on faster time scales than156

the overall background densities and velocities in SAPS. Therefore, a perturbed model157

is developed to allow for an unchanging background. The forcing of maintaining a con-158

stant background effectively acts as a method of accounting for the other physics that159

helps maintain a quasi-equilibrium of SAPS but are not included in this model, such as160

production, losses, and parallel transport. The primitive variables, φ, n, Ti, and Te, are161

separated into background and perturbed quantities, e.g. n = nbg + np. Terms con-162

taining only background quantities are removed and only terms containing perturbed163

quantities are retained. Based on the geometry of this problem, the continuity and tem-164

perature residual terms already satisfy this criterion. Thus, this method only needs to165

be applied to the continuity source term and the current closure equation resulting in166

∂n

∂t
− ∇φ×B

B2
· ∇n = D∇2np (10)167

168

169

∇ ·
(
n∇∂φp

∂t

)
=
( 1

Ωci
+

1

Ωce

)−1[
− νin
eΩci
∇2Pip +

νen
eΩce

∇2Pep+170 ( νin
Ωci

+
νen
Ωce

)(
u×B · ∇np −∇ · [np∇φ+ nbg∇φp]

)]
171

−∇ ·
(
nbgVE×Bbg · ∇∇φp + nbgVE×Bp · ∇∇φ+ npVE×B · ∇∇φ

)
. (11)172

173
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2.3 Computational Methods174

The equations are spatially discretized with a pseudo-spectral method using a Fourier175

basis (Canuto et al., 2012). Thus, the spatial derivatives are converted into algebraic ex-176

pressions resulting in a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) in time. The dis-177

cretization method used requires the boundary conditions to be periodic in all dimen-178

sions. The current closure equation has a nonlinear time derivative term, ∇·(n∇∂φp/∂t),179

that cannot be easily isolated. Therefore, an iterative method is used to first calculate180

∂φp/∂t. Thus, the system of equations is now a set of linear temporal ODEs. The sys-181

tem is evolved in time using a four-stage fourth order Runge-Kutta method.182

3 Data-relevant Problem Setup183

The problem setup for the numerical model is based on measurements from the mid-184

latitude SuperDARN radars and GPS TEC. In this study, data from the U.S. mid-latitude185

radars are used to analyze SAPS flows (Kunduri et al., 2017). The SAPS are assumed186

to be L-shell aligned in the region of interest, and the line-of-sight velocities are corrected187

by a cosine factor to yield the westward flow component. The median and standard de-188

viation in these westward velocities are then calculated to create latitudinal profiles at189

different MLTs in the dusk-midnight sector. Global Positioning System (GPS) Total Elec-190

tron Content (TEC) measurements provided by the Madrigal database are used to an-191

alyze the location and depth of the mid-latitude trough. The TEC measurements of the192

ionosphere describe the total number of electrons in a cylinder of cross-sectional area of193

1 m2 that extends vertically above a given point on the Earth all the way through the194

ionosphere; 1 TEC unit (TECU) is 1016 electrons/m2. The TEC data are processed us-195

ing the minimum scallop estimation approach (Rideout & Coster, 2006) and are binned196

into 1◦×1◦ cells with an update every 5 minutes. The median filtering technique (Thomas197

et al., 2013) is used to process the global GPS TEC maps to improve the spatial cov-198

erage provided by the distributed receivers. Finally, similar to the velocities derived from199

SuperDARN, the median and standard deviation in TEC values are calculated to cre-200

ate latitudinal profiles at different MLTs.201

Figure 2 shows the TEC and velocity profiles at 20 MLT of a SAPS event that oc-202

curred on May 2, 2013, with annotations representing important velocity profile param-203

eters that are analyzed in this work. The distance between the location of the center of204

the poleward density gradient and the location of the maximum velocity is defined as205

d, with positive defined such that the maximum velocity is equatorward of the poleward206

density gradient. There is uncertainty in the velocity measurement, and the velocity can207

exist anywhere between the error bars. Since velocity shear has a stabilizing effect on208

the growth of the GDI, it is possible that there are regions in SAPS that could have large209

widths of constant velocity. The thick black line in Figure 2(b) shows one such possi-210

bility of this region, whose width is defined as w. In this example, when accounting for211

the uncertainty, the velocity could be a constant 822 m/s for the entire region from 59.5◦212

to 61.5◦ MLAT. All of the regions of constant velocity considered in this study include213

the maximum velocity.214

Figure 2 represents a singular latitude profile at a singular MLT of a singular SAPS215

event. SAPS profiles vary largely in shape and location with respect to the density trough (Foster216

& Vo, 2002; Wang et al., 2008; Erickson et al., 2011; Kunduri et al., 2017). The param-217

eters of importance that can change between profiles are d, w, minimum velocity gra-218

dient scale length, and maximum possible constant velocity in the region of w. An anal-219

ysis of 10 different SAPS events is conducted to understand the parameter space of den-220

sity and velocity profiles. For each event, latitudinal profiles at different MLTs are an-221

alyzed for a total of 86 velocity profiles and 100 TEC profiles. Of the different velocity222

and TEC profiles, 42 of them overlap in time and location. The goal of this analysis is223

to determine the initial profiles and parameters that can be used to study the irregular-224

ity development in SAPS. Due to the uncertainty in the measurements, the individual225
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Figure 2. Latitudinal TEC (a) and velocity (b) profiles at 20 MLT of a SAPS event that oc-

curred on May 2, 2013. The red dashed lines indicate the location of the center of the poleward

density gradient. The magenta dashed line indicates the location of the maximum velocity. The

distance, d, represents the distance between the location of the poleward density gradient and

the location of maximum velocity, accounting for the uncertainty. The thick black line repre-

sents a region in which, accounting for the uncertainty, there can be a region of constant velocity

(maximum of 822 m/s). The width of this region is defined as w.

profiles can vary between the error bounds. This can give different possible parameters226

for the velocity profiles. Therefore, all of the calculations done on these data choose val-227

ues that optimize the particular parameter for GDI growth. For example, the maximum228

velocity is calculated by taking the maximum of the sum of the mean value and the un-229

certainty.230

The velocity gradient scale length is calculated using LgV = V (∂V/∂x)−1. The ve-231

locity derivative is calculated using a central difference method. Figure 3(a) shows the232

histogram of minimum LgV , which varies from 10 to 200 km. The histogram for the dis-233

tance from the location of the maximum velocity to the location of the center of the pole-234

ward density gradient, d, varies from -230 to 580 km, as shown in Figure 3(b). The max-235

imum velocity location is limited to be below 66◦ to prevent capturing effects from the236

auroral oval. Due to the uncertainty, it is possible that there can be large latitudinal re-237

gions of constant velocity. Figure 3(c) shows a histogram of the largest distance of pos-238

sible constant velocity, w, that includes the maximum velocity point. It is shown that239

w can vary from 100 to 1000 km. A histogram of the maximum possible constant veloc-240

ity in this region is shown in Figure 3(d) and varies from 200 to 1400 m/s.241

The initial conditions are functions of only x since they represent the latitudinal242

profiles of SAPS densities and velocities at approximately 300 km in altitude. Examples243

of the initial conditions used are shown in Figure 4. The plasma density at a specific al-244

titude is approximated to have the same shape as the TEC data, which can be approx-245

imated as two hyperbolic tangent functions,246

nbg = n0

(
a1 tanh

[x− xNE
LNE

]
+ a2 tanh

[x− xNP
LNP

]
+ c

)
, (12)247

where n0 is a reference density, LN is a length scaling factor, xN is the location of the248

density gradient, subscripts E and P denote the equatorward and poleward sides respec-249

tively, and a1, a2, and c are constants chosen to have a reasonably good fit to the data.250

The density initial condition does not change for any simulation in Section 4.251
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Figure 3. Histograms of different latitudinal TEC and velocity profile parameters for 10 dif-

ferent SAPS events across multiple MLT cuts. Panel (a) shows the minimum velocity gradient

scale length, Lg
V , which varies from 10 to 200 km. Panel (b) shows the distance between the

location of the maximum velocity and the location of the center of the poleward density gradi-

ent, d, which varies from -230 to 580 km, where positive is defined as the peak velocity being

equatorward of the poleward density gradient. It is possible that some of the mean profiles have

large regions of constant velocity due to the uncertainties of data collection. Panel (c) shows the

largest region of possible constant velocity around the peak velocity location, whose width is

defined as w, which varies from 100 to 1000 km. Panel (d) shows the largest possible constant

velocity, which varies from 200 to 1400 m/s, in the region of w.

Based on Figure 2, the velocity is well approximated by a hyperbolic secant-squared252

function,253

V sybg = V s0 sech2
[x− xNP + d

LsV

]
, (13)254

where V s0 is a reference velocity, LsV is a length scaling factor, and d is the distance be-255

tween the function extremum and the poleward density gradient location as defined in256

Figure 2. The effect of changing d in the velocity initial condition is considered in Sec-257

tion 4.258

Changing the velocity gradient scale length in a parameter study allows for a bet-259

ter understanding of the physics of the irregularity growth. However, changing LsV in Eq. 13260

not only changes the steepness of the gradient but also the total velocity profile width.261

A set of two hyperbolic tangent functions,262

V tybg =
V t0
2

(
tanh

[x− xNP + w

LtV

]
− tanh

[x− xNP
LtV

])
, (14)263

where V t0 is a reference velocity and w is the distance between the equatorward and pole-264

ward velocity gradients (as defined in Figure 2), allow for the gradient scale length and265

the width of the profile to be changed independently. The effects of changing w are con-266

sidered in Section 4.267

All simulations are initialized with a random noise density perturbation of ±10−6n0.268

Table 1 lists variables corresponding to approximately 300 km in altitude (the approx-269

imate altitude of the SuperDARN measurements from Figure 2) that are used in this study270
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Table 1. Nominal Simulation Parameters

Variable Value

n0 1011 m−3

xNE 220 km
xNP 525 km
LNE 50 km
LNP 75 km
a1 -0.30
a2 0.75
c 2.05
Ti = Te = T 1000 K
Ion Species O+

Neutral Species O
nn 1014 m−3

D 102 to 8× 104 m2/s
[kxmaxkymax ] [2.14, 0.804] km−1

ux -500 to -100 m/s
uy 0 m/s
B 5× 10−5 T
V s0 -500 m/s
V t0 -1000 m/s
LsV 34 km
LtV 10 km
d 75 to 175 km
w 125 -to 305 km

1
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n e (
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m
3 )
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V
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m
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Figure 4. Plots of the initial conditions based on values from Table 1. The functions vary in

x from 0 to 750 km. Panel (a) shows the plasma density based on Eq. 12. This initial condition

is used for the entirety of the study. Panel (b) shows the y direction velocity based on Eq. 13

where V s
0 = −500 m/s, Ls

V = 34 km, and d = 110 km. This initial condition is used to study the

effect of changing d on instability development. Panel (c) shows the y direction velocity based on

Eq. 14 where V t
0 = −1000 m/s, Lt

V = 10 km, and w = 175 km. This initial condition is used to

study the effects of changing LV and w on instability development.

as well as ranges of values used. The neutral wind for all of these simulations is chosen271

to be equatorward since this occurs frequently in storm-time conditions (Buonsanto, 1999).272

The substantial westward neutral winds that develop in SAPS (Zhang et al., 2015) are273
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not considered in this model, as they do not greatly impact the growth of the F region274

GDI.275

4 Parameter Study276
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Figure 5. Results of a shearless GDI simulation. Panel (a) shows the density evolution which

matches GDI behavior qualitatively. Thin fingers are seen growing into thicker tips which are sec-

ondary Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. Panel (b) shows the comparison of the instability growth

rate between simulation (blue circles) and theory (red line) with good agreement (at most a

26.5% difference). The differences can likely be explained by nonlocal effects or the addition of

inertia in this model.

The numerical model is first validated by performing a classical GDI simulation277

in the absence of any velocity shear prior to understanding the impact of velocity shear278

on irregularity development. Figure 5(a) presents the evolution of the GDI qualitatively,279

showing several features of classic GDI growth such as long thin fingers that grow to even-280

tually have thicker tips, which are an indication of the onset of secondary Kelvin-Helmholtz281

instabilities. This agrees with previous work on the collisional GDI, e.g. Mitchell Jr et282

al. (1985) and Gondarenko and Guzdar (1999). Based on the geometry of the density283

gradient and the background southward neutral wind, the GDI is expected to grow (sta-284

bilize) at the poleward (equatorward) density gradient. Therefore, only the regions around285

the poleward density gradient are shown in this paper. Figure 5(b) shows the compar-286

ison of the simulation growth rate to the local linear theory growth rate. The full func-287

tional form is calculated based on Eq. 16 in Makarevich (2014), but the results show that288

the simulation plasma is in the F region limit. The simplified F region growth rate for-289

mula, accounting for the numerical diffusion, is290

γGDI = − ux
LgN
−Dk2, (15)291

where LgN is the density gradient scale length (Ossakow et al., 1978). The simulation growth292

rate has at most a 26.5% difference from the analytical growth rate, which can possibly293
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be explained by nonlocal effects and the inclusion of inertia in this model (Ossakow et294

al., 1978; Mitchell Jr et al., 1985). Since the visual growth of the instability is highly de-295

pendent on the initial perturbation amplitude and artificial numerical diffusion, the sim-296

ulation times are presented non-dimensionally as maximum GDI growth periods, t̃ =297

|uxt/LgN | . For these same reasons, the relative differences in times between simulations298

should be considered as opposed to the absolute times to understand the effects of dif-299

ferent velocity profiles on instability evolution.300

A broad parameter study is conducted based on the parameter space explored in301

Figure 3. The effect of varying the velocity gradient scale length, the latitudinal width,302

and the location of the velocity profile with respect to the poleward density gradient on303

density irregularity generation is investigated.304
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Figure 6. Plots of plasma density using Eq. 13 for the Vy initial conditions with V s
0 = −500

m/s, Ls
V = 34 km, and d varying from 75 to 175 km. The solid white curve represents the loca-

tion of the velocity profile. The dashed cyan line is the location of maximum GDI growth based

on Eq. 15. When the velocity is far from the density gradient, as in Panel (a), the GDI grows

unimpeded at the location of maximum GDI growth. When the velocity shear is initialized closer

to the density gradient, as in Panels (b) and (c), the GDI is damped and relatively small growth

occurs poleward of the maximum GDI growth location.

Figure 6 shows how the GDI develops when the velocity profile is in different lo-305

cations using Eq. 13 for Vy with V s0 = −500 m/s and LsV = 34 km. Since the loca-306

tion of SAPS can vary, the quantity d is varied from 75 to 175 km. The white curve rep-307

resents the velocity profile and the dashed cyan line represents the maximum GDI growth308

location based on Eq. 15 (equivalently the location of minimum density gradient scale309

length). When the velocity profile is located far away from the density gradient, as in310

Figure 6(a), a traditional GDI develops that looks almost identical to the development311

in Figure 5, with the growth occurring at the maximum GDI growth location. The im-312

plication here is that if the velocity is sufficiently far away from the density gradient, then313

the GDI initially evolves as though there is no velocity present. When the velocity pro-314

file is closer to the density gradient, as in Figure 6(b), GDI growth still occurs but at315

a slower rate, taking approximately two additional growth periods to reach a similar growth316

amplitude. The velocity shear appears to have a stabilizing effect on GDI growth, which317

is consistent with nonlocal linear theory (Perkins & Doles III, 1975; J. Huba et al., 1983;318

J. D. Huba & Lee, 1983). Because of this effect, the location of the instability growth319

has shifted poleward of the maximum GDI growth location to a new location of fastest320

growth. When the velocity profile is even closer to the density gradient, as in Figure 6(c),321

the GDI appears to be completely damped with no visual growth. This suggests that322
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for the GDI to cause density irregularities, the velocity shear needs to be sufficiently equa-323

torward of the poleward density gradient.324
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Figure 7. Plots of plasma density later in time for Figures 6(a) and (b). The velocity shear

acts as a wall and prevents the GDI from propagating further in the equatorward direction.

The question arises as to what happens if the GDI from Figures 6(a) and 6(b) are325

allowed to continue growing until the GDI reaches the velocity shear. Figure 7 shows the326

plasma density from Figures 6(a) and (b) at a later time. The solid white curve repre-327

sents the location of the velocity profile. What can be seen in both panels is that the ve-328

locity shear acts as a wall and prevents the GDI from propagating further equatorward.329

These results suggest that the GDI is not able to traverse the velocity channel. There-330

fore, if the GDI grows at the poleward density gradient and outside of the SAPS, it is331

not expected to also propagate into the SAPS.332

The simulation from Figure 6(b) is rerun with a smaller y domain with more grid333

points such that the smallest resolvable wavelength in the y direction becomes 195.3 m,334

which is closer to GPS and SuperDARN radar resolvable scales. Figure 8 shows the tur-335

bulence cascade in the power spectra in x and y of the perturbed density divided by the336

total density and the perturbed electric potential. The power spectra are calculated by337

taking the Fourier transform in the x (y) direction and integrating over the instability338

region in the y (x) direction. Each spectrum has different power law fits that apply to339

different regions. The results are anisotropic with the x spectra showing smaller slopes340

than the y spectra for both quantities. The y spectra have a region between 1 and 10341

km−1 that appears to follow power laws of -5/3 and -2 which have been observed by DMSP342

satellite data (Mishin & Blaunstein, 2008). These slopes also agree in the y direction with343

nonlinear GDI theory (M. J. Keskinen, 1984). The disagreements in the x direction with344

the nonlinear GDI theory could be due to the addition of the velocity shear and iner-345

tial effects.346

Observations suggest that density irregularities are ubiquitous in the density trough347

and SAPS (Mishin et al., 2003; Mishin & Blaunstein, 2008). Figures 6 and 7 suggest that348

the GDI would not grow inside SAPS. The latitudinal width and gradient scale length349

of the velocity profile can be modified to determine if there are feasible conditions in which350

the GDI might evolve inside SAPS. Figure 9 shows the results when using Eq. 14 for Vy351

with V t0 = −1000 m/s, LtV = 10 km, and w varying from 125 to 305 km. The bot-352
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Figure 8. A plot of power spectra of the perturbed density divided by the total density and

perturbed electric potential at t̃ = 6.45 from a higher resolution simulation of Figure 6(b). The

dashed red and green lines correspond to different power law fits for each spectrum. The power

spectra are anisotropic with the x direction having smaller slopes than the y direction. The den-

sity and electric potential show differences between their power spectra in the x direction. In the

y direction, the powers of -5/3 and -2 more closely match observed spectra in the region from 1

to 10 km−1 (Mishin & Blaunstein, 2008).
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Figure 9. The bottom panels show plots of plasma density using Eq. 14 for the Vy initial con-

ditions with V t
0 = −1000 m/s, Lt

V = 10 km, and w varying from 125 to 305 km. The top panels

show the y averaged density normalized by n0. The white curve represents the velocity profile.

The velocity-impacted GDI propagates from the poleward density gradient in the equatorward di-

rection. The equatorward velocity gradient stops the further propagation of the velocity-impacted

GDI as can be seen in Panels (b) and (c). The result is a highly structured SAPS region. The

turbulent mixing results in the average density appearing to have an effect that creates another

region of approximately constant density.
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tom panels show the plasma density with the white curve representing the velocity pro-353

file. The top panels show the average of the density over the y direction normalized by354

n0. In all of the cases, the GDI seems to be heavily impacted by the larger velocity shear355

and propagates equatorward into the SAPS. The equatorward velocity gradient acts as356

a wall and appears to prevent further propagation equatorward as seen in Figures 9(b)357

and 9(c). The same type of growth also occurs for some larger LtV values, but at a slower358

rate. Additional features can be observed in Figure 9(b) poleward of the density gradi-359

ent. Thin fingers are seen growing poleward, which could be due to a more traditional360

GDI developing in a new location further poleward from the stabilizing region of large361

velocity shear as observed in Figure 6. The top panels of Figure 9 show how the y av-362

eraged density, normalized by n0, varies spatially, creating a region of approximately con-363

stant density within the velocity shear layer after turbulent mixing has occurred.364
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Figure 10. A plot of power spectra of the perturbed density divided by the total density and

the perturbed electric potential at t̃ = 29.35 of Figure 9(b) in the region from x = 375 km to

x = 500 km. The dashed red and green lines represent different power law fits for each spectrum.

The power spectra are anisotropic with the x direction having smaller slopes than the y direction.

The x direction spectra are fairly close to those from Figure 8. However, the y direction spectra

decay at a faster rate than those from Figure 8, suggesting that the velocity shear is impacting

the GDI turbulence cascade.

The instability development in Figure 9 looks different from that of Figure 6. Fig-365

ure 10 shows the power spectra of the late stage development of the instability from Fig-366

ure 9(b). The x direction shows similar powers as Figure 8. The y direction, however,367

is vastly different, showing a steeper decay than Figure 8 with power laws of -6 for the368

density and -8 for the electric potential. This suggests that the velocity shear plays a sub-369

stantial role in altering the irregularity development from a pure GDI case.370

Despite this difference, certain trends of GDI growth still remain. The case in Fig-371

ure 9(a) is considered with a smaller neutral wind (ux = −100 m/s). Figure 11 shows372

how the growth rate changes from the previous ux = −500 m/s case. The growth rate373

no longer follows the parabola that is described by Eq. 15 and shown in Figure 5, sug-374

gesting that the velocity shear has a large impact on the growth rate. However, the higher375

neutral wind produces a generally larger growth rate, which is consistent with GDI the-376

ory. This suggests that larger neutral wind speed will cause faster growth.377
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Figure 11. A plot of the growth rate versus wavenumber for simulations with different neutral

winds. The red pluses represent the growth rate for the simulation shown in Figure 9(a). The

blue circles represent the same case but with ux = −100 m/s. Despite the growth looking sub-

stantially different from the expected growth described by Eq. 15 and Figure 5(b), the general

trend of increasing the neutral wind does increase the instability growth rate. The red pluses are

generally higher than the blue circles.

5 Summary and Conclusions378

Density irregularities have been observed to occur in SAPS and their correspond-379

ing density troughs (Mishin et al., 2003; Foster et al., 2004; Oksavik et al., 2006; Mishin380

& Blaunstein, 2008). The GDI is hypothesized to be a potential cause of the density ir-381

regularities based on the geometry of the density gradient, the electric field, and the mag-382

netic field. A 2D electrostatic fluid model is used to study the impact of velocity shear383

on GDI growth in SAPS. Simulation parameters are chosen based on the wide param-384

eter spread of SAPS analyzed in Figure 3 based on 10 SAPS events.385

For velocities modeled using a hyperbolic secant-squared profile to study the in-386

fluence of the relative location of the velocity region and density gradients, the veloc-387

ity shear acts as a damping mechanism for the GDI, which is established in the litera-388

ture (Perkins & Doles III, 1975; J. Huba et al., 1983; J. D. Huba & Lee, 1983). This is389

explicitly shown in Figure 6 using an equatorward neutral wind. The velocity shear causes390

the GDI to grow further poleward of the maximum GDI growth location in Figure 6(b)391

and effectively damps the instability altogether in Figure 6(c). More generally, the re-392

sults suggest that as d approaches 0, the GDI becomes more stabilized until eventually393

no growth is observed. The GDI also becomes more stabilized as the velocity increases.394

Thus for SAPS events in which the velocity shear significantly overlaps the density gra-395

dient, the GDI is not expected to be observed. However, if d is sufficiently large, then396

the GDI is expected to grow in the density gradient region but unable to cross into the397

SAPS due to the stabilizing effect of the velocity shear as shown in Figure 7. Thus, the398

model predicts that any GDI that grows outside of the SAPS region will remain outside399

of the SAPS region.400

For this type of instability growth, the y direction turbulence spectra shown in Fig-401

ure 8 of the poleward instabilities agree well with observations from DMSP satellites.402

Figure 3 from Mishin and Blaunstein (2008) shows the turbulence spectra following a403

power law with slopes of about -5/3 or -2 which is consistent with the results of the nu-404

merical model in this work between 1 and 10 km−1. This further suggests that the GDI405

is a viable cause of turbulence outside of the velocity profile.406

When the velocity is modeled using hyperbolic tangent profiles, decreasing the ve-407

locity gradient scale length induces a GDI at the poleward density gradient inside the408

SAPS region whose behavior is heavily impacted by the velocity shear as seen in Fig-409

ure 9. This instability propagates equatorward until it reaches the equatorward veloc-410
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ity gradient. The power spectra of these density irregularities (Figure 10) differ substan-411

tially from the GDI that grows outside the SAPS region (Figure 8). This suggests that412

the velocity shear is changing the nature of the turbulence cascade. Observations in SAPS413

that show spectra of this nature might suggest that the density irregularities are gen-414

erated by a shear-impacted GDI. Qualitatively, this instability resembles the collisional415

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) (M. Keskinen et al., 1988). The general trend, how-416

ever, of increasing the background neutral wind does increase the growth rate of this in-417

stability, which is consistent with the nature of the GDI. Zhang et al. (2015) have mea-418

sured poleward neutral winds during SAPS and data from Mishin and Blaunstein (2008)419

suggest the existence of both poleward and equatorward neutral winds in different SAPS420

events. A poleward neutral wind will cause the density irregularities at the equatorward421

density gradient.422

There exist situations in which the GDI is a viable candidate for turbulence gen-423

eration in SAPS. The results indicate that the density irregularities that are generated424

cannot propagate through a region of velocity shear. This implies that if observations425

show irregularities on both sides of the SAPS velocity shear, there are likely multiple sources426

of the density irregularities. A more detailed fundamental physics study of the GDI and427

the potential role of the KHI constitutes future work.428
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